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Our Urban Forest

The next time you go outside, take a look
around. Believe it or not, you are living in a for-
est—an urban forest that plays an essential role
in the well-being of our environment.

 About one-third of the typical American
city is covered by a canopy of trees . . . trees
that cleanse and cool our air, shade our homes,
beautify our yards and neighborhoods, and of-
fer shelter for birds and small wildlife. With-
out trees, our surroundings would feel barren
and lifeless.

The Conflict Between

Trees and Power Lines

Unfortunately, when located too close to power
lines and other electrical facilities, the same
trees that provide us with so many benefits can
also be the source of numerous problems.

Without proper maintenance, tree
branches can grow into nearby power lines and
cause service outages by redirecting the flow
of electricity from the lines through the tree
and down to the ground. When this happens,
not only can electric service be disrupted, but
the “energized” tree can become a shock or
electrocution hazard to people or animals that
come into contact with it.

Other dangers occur when heavy winds or
the weight of rain or ice force tree limbs into
contact with nearby power lines or cause the
limbs to break and fall across or snap the lines.

At the least, tree-related outages can re-
sult in inconvenience for CWLP’s customers.
But these outages can also be potentially life
threatening when they interrupt power to hos-
pitals, schools, alarm or emergency response
systems, and traffic signals. In addition, ener-
gized electric lines brought down by falling
branches can be a source of serious electric
shock or electrocution.



The CWLP Tree Trimming Program

To help CWLP ensure reliable electric service
to our customers, we have to maintain safe
clearances between electric power lines and
trees. When a tree grows too close to power
lines, the growth must be controlled either by
trimming the tree or removing it.

As part of our commitment to preserve and
protect the integrity of Springfield’s urban for-
est, CWLP chooses the trimming option when-
ever possible. Our proactive tree trimming pro-
gram seeks to locate and remove problem
branches before they can cause an outage. Our
crews use natural pruning methods that meet
standards established by the National Arborist
Association. The three main techniques we
use—side trimming, under trimming, and "V"
trimming—are illustrated and described below.

Generally, these methods create eight feet
of clearance alongside electric lines so that fu-
ture growth is directed away from the lines in
way that will preserve as much of the tree’s
natural beauty as possible and promote healthy
and attractive regrowth.

When Removal Is Necessary . . .

In some cases, it is necessary for us to cut down
trees that are in conflict with power lines. Re-
moval is recommended when the tree poses a
special hazard to people or property or is lo-
cated in such a way that makes natural trim-
ming impractical or impossible. Removal may
also be necessary when the tree is suffering
from significant disease or insect infestation.

When a tree must be removed, if the owner
requests, CWLP will plant a new tree in its
place. The customer can choose a replacement
from a list of acceptable trees provided by the
utility’s arborist.



When Planting a Tree . . .

The decisions that property owners make about
what kind of trees to plant and where to plant
them can have an impact on the reliability of
Springfield’s electric system far into the future.
There are three good ways to ensure any new
tree you plant on your property will not con-
tribute to future power outages:

Choose a species that will not grow taller
than 25 feet at maturity. This will ensure
that, regardless of where you plant it, it
won’t grow tall enough to interfere with
overhead lines.

Select a planting site that will ensure a
taller tree, when full grown, will remain
well away from power lines, poles or other
electric facilities. This requires doing a
little research to determine how wide you
can expect the tree’s branches to spread.
As a general rule of thumb, make sure
you plant the tree far enough away to
maintain a minimum of distance of 10
feet between the mature branches and
any power lines.

Regardless of the size of the tree, don’t
forget to consider the impact its roots
might have on buried electrical lines and
other underground services (such as wa-
ter, cable or telephone), as well as on
nearby power poles and pad mounted
transformers. A tree’s root structure can
often have a wider spread than it’s
branches. So allow for this when select-
ing your planting site. And, to ensure you
don’t dig into underground wires and
pipes, call JULIE (Joint Utility Locating
Information for Excavators) at 811 or
1-800-892-0123 at least 48 hours prior
to digging. JULIE will then identify the
location of all underground services on
your property.
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What Are the Best and Worst Trees To Plant Around Power Lines?

Silver Maple Tuliptree Cottonwood Sycamore Locust

Oak Ash Elm Birch

Name Height Spread Flowers Foliage

Amur Maple 15-20 ft. 15-20 ft. fragrant, yellowish bright reddish in fall

white in spring

Eastern Redbud 20-30 ft. 15-30 ft. abundant pink-purple yellow/green in fall

in spring

Flowering Crabapple 15-25 ft. pink or red, changing green, reddish or bronze

(some can reach 50 ft.) to a lighter color in summer, depending

on the species

Hawthorn 15-25 ft. up to 25 ft. richly scented, white reddish-purple in fall

(avoid the taller Washington hawthorn)

Japanese Lilac Tree 20-30 ft. 15-20 ft. lavish 12" creamy white poor fall color

in mid-summer

Kousa Dogwood 20-25 ft. 20 ft. white, bloom 4-6 weeks brick-red to burgundy

in June-July in fall

Newport Plum 15-18 ft. 15-20 ft. pale bluish-pink dark purple

in spring

Serviceberry to 25 ft. 5-10 ft. white in spring yellow to red in fall

Star Magnolia 15-20 ft. 10-15 ft. 3"-4" lightly fragrant yellow to bronze in fall

white to pink-tinged

Nine of the best trees to plant near power lines in this part of the country are described below.

Nine of the worst trees to plant near power lines are:



Caution: Keep Your Distance From
Power Lines

Untrained persons should never attempt to
trim a tree that has grown into or around
electric lines. When performing any type of
yard work or other outdoor property mainte-
nance, keep a safe distance between you (and
your tools) and electric lines. Teach your
children never to climb trees or fly kites near
power lines.

For More Information . . .

If you have questions or would like additional
information about CWLP’s tree trimming
program, or if you need to report a tree and
power line problem, contact the utility’s line
clearance supervisor at:

757-8620, ext. 2207

publicinformation@cwlp.com
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